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Abstract. Identifying important network nodes is very crucial for a variety of applications, such as the spread of an idea or an innovation. The
majority of the publications so far assume that the interactions between
nodes are static. However, this approach neglects that real-world phenomena evolve in time. Thus, there is a need for tools and techniques
which account for evolution over time. Towards this direction, we present
a novel graph-based method, named DepthRank (DR) that incorporates
the temporal characteristics of the underlying datasets. We compare our
approach against two baseline methods and find that it efficiently recovers important nodes on three real world datasets, as indicated by the
numerical simulations. Moreover, we perform our analysis on a modified version of the DBLP dataset and verify its correctness using ground
truth data.
Keywords: Influence Detection,Network Analysis,Temporal Awareness
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Introduction

In everyday life, humans communicate with each other in various ways: faceto-face [20], through mobile devices [18], facebook posts [24] or tweets [6], to
name a few. Graph theory is a valuable tool for investigating these relations
because it provides analytic capabilities, meaningful representations and easy
visualization of the results [15]. In this setting, humans are considered as nodes
and their communication as links. In various applications, it is important to find
those nodes that play a dominant role in the interconnection of the graph and
the exchange of information: examples are the stability of power grid supply
[17], the diffusion of ideas or innovations [3], the delay of an epidemic outbreak
[5]. We are interested in those nodes that maximize the spread of information,
known as influence maximization [7]. There is a vast amount of research in this
direction using either network topology, network functionality or both, on static
representations. For a recent review, the reader is refered to [11] and references
therein.
The static representations neglect the evolution over time of the real world
networks which may seriously affect the outcome. For example, in Fig. 1, users
?
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A and W appear at different time steps (denoted by the separate planes in Fig. 1
(a)). They exhibit the same connectivity pattern (i.e. A(W) → B → C and A(W)
→ B → D). This is captured by the static representation in Fig. 1(b). According
to the latter, the two users are symmetric with respect to user B and there is
no difference on how their influence is passed through it. However, A appears
earlier in this sequence (Fig.1(a)) and thus its “influence” should have decayed
compared to the “influence” exerted by W on the same set of subsequent users.
This cannot be captured by the “static” representation.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) An example of a temporal network and (b) its static representation. In
(a) A and W appear at different time steps (t1 and t3 , respectively), having the same
connectivity pattern. Thus, it is expected that their “influence” on the rest of the nodes
should not be the same due to aging effects. In (b) the connectivity pattern is retained
but the time ordering is neglected; this representation indicates an equal behavior for
both A and W, which biases the outcome.

In the last few years, there has been an increasing interest for tools and techniques that preserve the temporal properties of the graphs. In [1], the authors
formulate stochastic evolutionary equations for information spreading on a time
varying network. A similar approach was used in the field of epidemic spreading [16]. In [25], the authors exploit the in-degree of the nodes on an evolving
network, to determine the set of users that maximize the spread of influence
under the Independent Cascade (IC) model [7]. In [13], the authors divide the
dataset into two parts, using the first part for the identification of possible seed
sets, and the second part for the evaluation of the spreading ability of the seed
sets under a temporal Linear Threshold (LT) model [7]. In [19], the influence
maximizing set is evaluated by preserving the dynamic nature of the underlying
network and developing an efficient update scheme. In [10], a ranking method is
proposed based on communicability [4] combined with an aging function, which
is called “dynamic centrality”. A similar approach is used on opportunistic mobile social networks [2]. In [12], the authors define the temporal delta-centrality
to measure the importance of each node as time passes.
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In this paper, we propose a novel method which calculates the ability of each
node to transmit information by sequentially processing fixed time windows and
incorporating an aging factor. The outcome of the proposed method is a ranking
of the network nodes which indicates their strength in influencing other nodes
within the evolving graph.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly outline
our approach which is fully described in Appendix A. In Section 3 we present
in short the baseline methods and the evaluation process with the details left
for Appendices B and C. In Section 4 we illustrate the obtained results, while in
Section 5, we provide a summary and propose future directions.

2

Method

Here, we briefly present our proposed method (for more see Appendix A). We
assume that the sequence of interactions of the form (u, v, t) is mapped onto a set
of directed unweighted graphs Gi , i = 1, ..., M - called layers - by aggregating
them within user-defined time windows. Each layer Gi corresponds to a time
step ti . DepthRank is a two level procedure, incorporating (a) the calculation
of the “influence score” update for each node in consecutive time steps and
(b) the application of a monotonically decreasing function to account for the
influence decay as time passes. With respect to (b), we introduce three variants
of DepthRank : with no forgetting mechanism (DR), with forgetting mechanism
(DR − F ) and with forgetting mechanism with normalization (DR − N F ). The
“influence score” S of a node s taking into account all the interactions in the
dataset is given by the following set of equations in the case of DR-F:
X
∆H(s, Gi ) =
H(w, Gi+d |s, Gi )
(1)
w∈Gi+d
s

S(s, Gi ) = ∆H(s, Gi ) + S(s, Gj ) · e−(ti −tj )

(2)

−(T −tsj )

(3)

S(s) = S(s, Gj ) · e

In the previous equations, H(w, Gi+d |s, Gi ) is the product of incoming and outgoing links to node w in layer Gi+d , given that there is a path from node s
at layer Gi (see Appendix A). ∆H(s, Gi ) refers to the update of the “influence
score” of node s rooted in layer Gi and S(s, Gj ) is the score acquired after the
most recent update of S at time step tsj , corresponding to layer Gj . Note that
tsj < ti . The final “influence score” for node s is calculated in Eq. (3). T is the
maximum time step in the aggregated data. The rest of the cases (DR and DRNF), along with the notations and algorithmic implementation are described in
Appendix A.

3

Experimental setup

Our experiments were performed using a Ubuntu 14.04 LTS desktop PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2500K CPU at 3.30 GHz and 16 GB RAM. For comparison,
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we have employed two popular and widely used methods, namely k-shell (kS)
[9] and Collective Influence (CI) [14] (see Appendix B). To assess the spreading
ability of the important network nodes uncovered by each method, we apply a
temporal implementation of the SIR model, called Temporal Gillespie Algorithm
[23], using as an indicator the maximum number of infected nodes within the
time limits of the dataset Imax = max I(t). The correctness of the ordering
1≤t≤T

is evaluated by incorporating the τ -Kendall measure [8]. More details on the
evaluation metrics can be found in Appendix B.
The methods were applied to the following publicly available real world
datasets: CollegeMsg, Facebook and Data Mining (DM) temporal citation network (refer to Appendix C for details). Each of them consists of (u, v, t) tuples,
where u is the sender of a message or the author being cited and v the receiver
of the message or the author citing an article at time t. In order to apply k-shell
and CI methods, we aggregate the interactions in a static unweighted graph.

4

Results

In this section, we present the results obtained for each of the datasets of Sec. 3.
4.1

CollegeMsg

We have aggregated the timestamped dataset using a one day interval. We have
also applied the DR variants using time windows dt of 1, 2 or 3 days.
In Fig. 2, we present Imax for the m = 50 most important (top) nodes, with
β = 0.02 (Fig. 2(a)) and β = 0.05 (Fig. 2(b)), keeping γ = 0.01 fixed in both
cases. We observe that for β very close to the epidemic threshold (which is calculated as βc = 0.017 for γ = 0.01 using the method described in [22]), CI performs
the best, followed by kS, DR-NF (dt=1), DR-NF (dt=3) and DR(dt=1). DR-F
behaves overall poorly. However, the case is different for β = 0.05 (Fig. 2(b)).
Now, both DR-NF and DR-F are the best methods, with the latter outperforming the former. These results suggest a positive correlation between β and the
spreading efficiency of the seed sets uncovered with our method.
To investigate the preservation of the ordering for the different methods, we
have used the τ -Kendall measure, as described in Sec. 3. In Fig. 3, we plot the
results for one parameter value per method, to make the comparisons more clear.
For a complete list of the methods refer to Fig. 9 in the Appendix D. In Fig.3(a),
we observe that, even though CI(l=2) has been identified as the best method
for β = 0.02 and γ = 0.01, it exhibits poorer ordering preservation compared
to DR-F(dt=2). The latter is very robust within the range 10 ≤ m ≤ 50. For
larger values of β (Fig. 3(b)), DR-NF(dt=2) and DR-F(dt=2) rapidly increase
their ability to preserve the ordering as the number of the most important (top)
nodes taken into account increases, closely following each other for m ≥ 30.
In conclusion, DR-F and DR-NF variants increase their efficiency both in
terms of uncovering important nodes as well as preserving the ranking ordering
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(b)

Fig. 2. Plot of the Imax for the CollegeMsg dataset, for γ = 0.01 and (a) β = 0.02 and
(b) β = 0.05. The results are obtained for seed sets comprised of the m = 50 top nodes
and are averages of 10, 000 runs. The methods are indicated in the horizontal axis. In
the parentheses, we include the parameters used per method.

as β increases. Also, for the specific case of m = 50 most important nodes, DR-F
outperforms DR-NF with respect to both Imax and τ -Kendall values.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Plot of the τ -Kendall as a function of the number of top nodes for the CollegeMsg dataset, for γ = 0.01 and (a) β = 0.02 and (b) β = 0.05. The methods are
shown in the legends. In the parentheses, we include the parameters used per method.
For a complete comparison of the methods refer to Appendix D.

4.2

Facebook

In the case of Facebook dataset, we have chosen to aggregate the timestamps in
an hour interval. We have also selected the values of dt to be 1, 2 and 3 hours
for the DR variants.
In Fig. 4, we present Imax , for the m = 50 most important nodes, for fixed
β = 0.15 and two values of γ which differ by an order of magnitude. In the
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case of γ = 0.01 (Fig. 4(a)), DR-NF behaves slightly better than kS, with DR-F
following closely the first two methods. DR-NF continues to be the best method
for the case of γ = 0.001 (Fig. 4(b)). Now, DR-F climbs in the second place and
kS becomes the worst method.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Plot of the Imax for Facebook dataset, for β = 0.15 and (a) γ = 0.01 and (b)
γ = 0.001. The results are obtained for seed sets comprised of the m = 50 top nodes
and are averages of 10, 000 runs. The methods are indicated in the horizontal axis. In
the parentheses, we include the parameters used per method.

In Fig. 5, we plot the evolution of τ -Kendall as a function of the number
m of top ranked nodes. For the case of γ = 0.01 (Fig. 5(a)), we observe that
DR-NF(dt=2), DR-F(dt=2) and kS preserve the ranking ordering. The behavior
continues to be the same for DR-F(dt=2) and kS for γ = 0.001 (Fig. 5(b)).
In conclusion, DR variants display the best performance in terms of spreading
efficiency, which increases as γ decreases. In terms of ranking preservation, only
DR-F exhibits an overall stable behavior among the variants.
4.3

DM temporal citation network

Finally, we investigate the DM temporal citation network (see Sec. 3). We maintain the resolution of the dataset to one year and use dt values of 1, 2 and 3
years for the DR variants.
In Fig. 6, we present Imax for the m = 50 most important nodes. We observe
that DR variants closely follow kS as the best performing method for β = 0.004
and γ = 0.05. However, all DR variants are top performing for β = 0.04 and
γ = 0.05. Interestingly, DR performs better than DR-NF and DR-F for the latter
set of parameters.
In Fig. 7, we monitor the behavior of τ -Kendall for the different methods as
a function of the number of top ranked nodes. In Fig. 7(a), we observe that kS
is the best method with respect to the rank ordering preservation. DR variants
are stable and have a constant τ value for m ≥ 20, but behave worse than the
kS. In Fig. 7(b), kS and DR variants are generally indistinguishable and display
a relative high value of τ .
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(b)

Fig. 5. Plot of the τ -Kendall as a function of the number of top nodes for Facebook
dataset, for β = 0.15 and (a) γ = 0.01 and (b) γ = 0.001. The methods are shown
in the legends. In the parentheses, we include the parameters used per method. For a
complete comparison of the methods refer to Appendix D.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Plot of the Imax for DM temporal citation network, for γ = 0.05 and (a)
β = 0.004 and (b) β = 0.04. The results are obtained for seed sets comprised of the
m = 50 top nodes and are averages of 10, 000 runs. The methods are indicated in the
horizontal axis. In the parentheses, we include the parameters used per method.

In terms of spreading efficiency and ranking ordering preservation, the DR
variants behave better than the rest of the methods and improve their performance as β increases, which has also been observed for the CollegeMsg dataset
(Sec. 4.1).
For the DM dataset, we are also able to test our rankings against ground
truth data. This is a list of the 10 most important authors on DM topic up
to 2012 1 . As we are chronologically very close to that year, it may serve as a
baseline to assess the correctness of the methods used in this paper. The results
are summarized in Table 2 in Appendix E. It is interesting that DR variants
discover 5/10 most important authors in reality in their first m = 10 top ranked
nodes (50% accuracy) while reaching 9/10 for m = 50. Thus, our method has
1

http://www.kdnuggets.com/2012/03/top-10-in-data-mining.html
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Plot of the τ -Kendall as a function of the number of top nodes for DM temporal
citation network, for γ = 0.05 and (a) β = 0.004 and (b) β = 0.04. The methods are
shown in the legends. In the parentheses, we include the parameters used per method.
For a complete comparison of the methods refer to Appendix D.

the ability to identify real important nodes, in conjunction with its spreading
efficiency and ranking ordering preservation features highlighted earlier in this
subsection.

5

Conclusions

The research on influence maximization in the field of graph theory has long
focused on static representations. However, nodes and links appear and disappear
through time and thus, the consideration of the temporal dimension is crucial.
In this paper, we have developed a family of methods called DepthRank (DR),
able to discover important nodes in evolving networks. The results indicate that
DR variants are efficient in terms of spreading and ranking ordering preservation.
Using the DM temporal citation network, we were able to demonstrate that
DepthRank is capable of identifying nodes that are “influential” in reality.
As a rule of thumb, we may provide the following guidelines for the application of the method: (a) dt should not exceed the dataset’s resolution more than
a factor of 3 and (b) the utilization of the absolute forgetting mechanism (DR-F)
is the most robust.
In the future, we plan to investigate the effects of the incorporation of other
types of information (text similarity, sentiments etc), as it is expected to enhance
the identification of important network nodes and provide results that consider
the semantic gap, as our current method takes into account only the topological
interactions between users and not the interplay between topology and content.
Acknowledgement. This research was performed under the EU’s project
“Trusted, Citizen - LEA collaboration over sOcial Networks(TRILLION)” (grant
agreement No 653256).
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Description of method

In time-varying networks, nodes (i.e. users in a chat forum) interact with each
other at given timestamps. These interactions are not homogeneously distributed;
they are denser or sparser in certain time periods, depending on various factors
(i.e. type of media, occurrence of an important event etc). In the following, we
proceed by aggregating these interactions using appropriate time windows with
the exact values per dataset presented in Sec. 4. We denote by t the time step
in the aggregated data.
After the aggregation, data are transformed into a set of directed unweighted
graphs Gi , i = 1...M , which are called layers. A part of them is shown in Fig. 8
(left). In this setting, there are two types of links: intra-links that connect two
nodes in the same layer and inter-links that connect identical nodes in consecutive layers.
Next, we present the method for ranking important network nodes by evaluating their “influence score” S. This is a two level procedure, incorporating (a)
the calculation of the “influence score” update for each node in consecutive time
steps and (b) the application of a monotonically decreasing function to account
for the influence decay as time passes.
We denote with ∆H(s, Gi ) the “influence score” update which refers to a
node s residing in layer Gi . It is calculated as follows: starting from Gi , we
specify the number of subsequent layers d within the time range [ti , ti + dt], with
dt the (fixed) length of the time window and ti the timestep corresponding to
layer Gi .2 Then, we construct every possible path from node s in layer Gi to
any node w in layer Gi+d , which passes through nodes in the intermediate layers
(Fig. 8(right)). Note that we take into account both the inter and intra-links
during path construction.
out
in
Each node w in layer Gi+d has r(w,G
outgoing links and r(w,G
ini+d )
i+d−1 )
coming links in layer Gi+d−1 . We introduce the following relation:

H(w, Gi+d |s, Gi ) =

(
in
out
r(w,G
· r(w,G
, if dist((w, Gi+d ), (s, Gi )) < 2 · d + 1
i+d−1 )
i+d )
0 , otherwise

in
out
which couples path diversity (r(w,G
) and transmission efficiency (r(w,G
),
i+d−1 )
i+d )
to denote the portion of the update ∆H attributed to node w. Thus, ∆H(s, Gi )
is given by:
X
∆H(s, Gi ) =
H(w, Gi+d |s, Gi )
w∈Gi+d

Referring to Fig. 8 (right), we have at layer i+3 (i is the top layer): H(2, Gi+3 |1, Gi ) =
2·1 = 2, H(1, Gi+3 |1, Gi ) = 2·2 = 4, H(3, Gi+3 |1, Gi ) = 2·1 = 2, H(4, Gi+3 |1, Gi ) =
1 · 1 = 1, H(5, Gi+3 |1, Gi ) = 2 · 1 = 2 and H(6, Gi+3 |1, Gi ) = 1 · 2 = 2. Thus, for
node s = 1 in layer Gi , the update is ∆H(1, Gi ) = 13.
2

The number of layers d within time window dt is not fixed because the layers may
not be equally spaced.
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Table 1. List of notations used in the text
Symbol
t
T
dt
Gi
ti
d
M
s
w
Gj
tsj

Notation
Time step of the aggregated dataset
Maximum time in the aggregated dataset
Time window for the calculation of the “influence score” update
Directed unweighted graph (layer)
Time step corresponding to layer Gi
Number of layers in the time range [ti , ti + dt]
Total number of layers
Node in layer Gi for which “influence score” update is calculated
Node in layer Gi+d
The most recent layer in which node s has updated its “influence score”
Time step corresponding to layer Gj in which the “influence score” of
node s has been recently updated
in
r(w,G
Number of incoming edges to node w in layer Gi+d−1 (including selfi+d−1 )
links)
out
r(w,G
Number of outgoing edges from node w in layer Gi+d (including selfi+d )
links)
H(w, Gi+d |s, Gi ) Product between rin and rout for node w in layer Gi+d , which is connected through a path to node s in layer Gi
∆H(s, Gi )
Update of the “influence score” of node s residing in layer Gi
Forgetting function
g(ti − tsj )
S(s, Gi )
“Influence score” of node s up to layer Gi
S(s)
“Influence score” of node s
m
Number of important (top) nodes

The “influence score” S(s, Gi ) of node s up to layer Gi is the sum of the
update ∆H(s, Gi ) and its previous value S(s, Gj ) in layer Gj - which corresponds
to the time step tsj of its most recent update - weighted using a forgetting function
g(ti − tsj ) to account for aging effects:
S(s, Gi ) = ∆H(s, Gi ) + S(s, Gj ) · g(ti − tsj )
In the following, we consider three different variants: no forgetting
mechanism
s
(g(ti − tsj ) = 1), forgetting mechanism (g(ti − tsj ) = e−(ti −tj ) ) and forgetting
s
mechanism with normalization (g(ti − tsj ) = e−(ti −tj )/T ), with T the maximum
time step of the aggregated dataset. 3 Thus, the score S(s, Gi ), can be formulated
as follows:
– No forgetting mechanism
S(s, Gi ) = ∆H(s, Gi ) + S(s, Gj )

(4)

– Forgetting mechanism:
s

S(s, Gi ) = ∆H(s, Gi ) + S(s, Gj ) · e−(ti −tj )

(5)

– Forgetting mechanism with normalization:
s

S(s, Gi ) = ∆H(s, Gi ) + S(s, Gj ) · e−(ti −tj )/T
3

(6)

The exponential decay function is commonly used in many applications, however we
can replace it with any other monotonically decreasing function.
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The procedure ends when we reach the last layer for which t ≤ T −dt. The overall
“influence score” S for node s in the underlying dataset is given by (remember
that Gj denotes the layer of the most recent update):

Fig. 8. Path construction for the DepthRank method. Left panel: nodes populate the
layers (denoted by the blue dashed ellipses) according to their time ordering. Red arrows
indicate the interactions between nodes in the same layer and black arrows the links
between the same nodes on subsequent layers. Right panel: we start from node 1 as a
source node and draw connections between the source node and its nearest neighbors
in layer Gi (corresponding to time step ti ). For each node (including the source node),
we proceed in the same manner for the subsequent layers, until reaching the last one
within the time window [ti , ti + dt]. Red arrows stand for the directed connections
between nodes in the same layer and black arrows for the connections between the
identical nodes in subsequent layers (“self-links”). The dashed box indicate the level
at which we perform the calculations (see text).

– No forgetting mechanism:
S(s) = S(s, Gj )

(7)

– Forgetting mechanism:
s

S(s) = S(s, Gj ) · e−(T −tj )

(8)

– Forgetting mechanism with normalization:
s

S(s) = S(s, Gj ) · e−(T −tj )/T

(9)

We finally rank the nodes in descending order according to their S value. In
Algorithm 1, we provide the pseudo-code for our method, including the three
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variants defined previously: DepthRank (DR), where we do not impose any forgetting mechanism (eqs (4) and (7)), DepthRank with forgetting mechanism
(DR-F) (eqs (5) and (8)) and DepthRank where we impose normalization (DRNF) (eqs (6) and (9)).

Algorithm 1 Finding Important Network Nodes
Input: timestamped dataset, dt, algT ype
Output: List of m most important nodes
1. Import dataset
2. Aggregate dataset into layers (see main text)
3. Choose process: DR (algT ype == 0), DR-F (algT ype == 1) or DR-NF
(algT ype == 2).
4. if algT ype == 0 then
5.
for each layer Gi do
6.
for each node s in layer Gi do
7.
find the paths from s in layer Gi to all nodes w in layer
Gi+d
8.
calculate eq. (4)
9.
end for
10.
calculate eq. (7)
11.
end for
12. else if algT ype == 1 then
13.
for each layer Gi do
14.
for each node s in layer Gi do
15.
find the paths from s in layer Gi to all nodes w in layer
Gi+d
16.
calculate eq. (5)
17.
end for
18.
calculate eq. (8)
19.
end for
20. else if algT ype == 2 then
21.
for each layer Gi do
22.
for each node s in layer Gi do
23.
find the paths from s in layer Gi to all nodes w in layer
Gi+d
24.
calculate eq. (6)
25.
end for
26.
calculate eq. (9)
27.
end for
28. end if
29. Rank nodes according to their ‘‘influence score’’ S in descending
order and output the first m nodes.
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Baseline methods and evaluation metrics

In this section, we present the baseline methods along with the evaluation metrics. For the former, we have chosen k-shell (kS) and Collective Influence (CI)
methods because they are widely employed in the context of graph-based techniques.
k -shell is broadly used for ranking purposes. Given a graph G, it proceeds as
follows: every isolated node is considered as being in the 0-shell. For the rest of
the nodes with connectivity k ≥ 1, one first removes the links from every node
with k = 1. The residual graph may consist of nodes with connectivity k = 1 ;
thus, the same procedure is repeated until no nodes with k ≤ 1 remain. We say
that these nodes constitute the 1-shell. The rest of the shells are uncovered in
the same way. The nodes belonging to the highest shells are the most important
[9].
Collective Influence is based on optimal percolation. According to [14], it
takes the form:
X
CI(i) = (ri − 1)
(rj − 1)
(10)
j∈∂Ball(i,l)

where, ri is the degree of the node i, ∂Ball(i, l) the front of a sphere centered at
the i-th node with radius l (in terms of shortest path distance). We follow the
suggestions of the authors in [14] and set l = 2 and 3 in the calculations.
To assess the spreading ability of the important network nodes uncovered
by each method, we apply a temporal implementation of the SIR model, called
Temporal Gillespie Algorithm [23] (we choose the Poisson homogeneous version),
to account for the time-varying interactions in real-world networks. We have
slightly modified the process in order to start from a set of initially infected nodes
rather than a single one. These sets coincide with the ordered sets identified by
the methods used. The efficiency of spreading is evaluated by using the maximum
number of infected nodes within the whole dataset, Imax = max I(t). β and
1≤t≤T

γ are the infection and recovery rates, respectively. Except for the case of the
small CollegeMsg dataset, where we have calculated the epidemic threshold for a
fixed γ value as in [22], for the rest of the datasets this was done heuristically, by
searching for those values of β and γ for which considerable amount of spreading
is observed. The exact values are displayed in the figure captions in Sec. 4.
We are also interested in the correct ordering of the ranking methods. A
suitable measure is the τ -Kendall [8], which evaluates the concordance of two
ordered lists. We exploit it in the following way:
– We collect all the nodes tagged as important from every method o. We
calculate Imax for each one and rank them according to this value. This will
be the overall “ground-truth” ranking list, L.
– We select the m first nodes according to each method ranking, Ro , and find
their position in L. This will be the method specific “ground-truth” ranking
list, Lo .
– We calculate the τ -Kendall between Lo and Ro .
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This evaluation is applied for various lengths m of the most important nodes
lists (see respective figures in Section 4).

Appendix C

Datasets

We have performed the experiments using the following publicly available real
world datasets:
– CollegeMsg4 : It is a small temporal network corresponding to a private
messaging facility at the University of California, Irvine. It consists of 1899
users and 59835 temporal edges. The timestamps are in UNIX time (seconds).
– Facebook5 :It consists of 855542 facebook wall posts between 45813 unique
users. The timestamps are in UNIX time (seconds).
– Data Mining (DM) temporal citation network: We have used the
DBLP dataset of [21] which consists of all the papers in computer science
up to 2010. The timestamps are in years.
The preparation of the DM dataset was performed as follows: we have selected
the papers that contain one or more authors from a list of DM experts 6 . Each
article record contains a set of indexes to other articles which cite the current
one. We use this information to create the connections between the authors citing
a paper and those of the cited paper per year of citation. For example, assume
that we pick a record of the form: (title1, author1, author2, author3, 2009)
which cites among other papers the following: (title2, cauthor1, cauthor2, 1993).
We formulate the authors temporal interaction patterns as: (cauthor1, author1,
2009), (cauthor1, author2, 2009), (cauthor1, author3, 2009), (cauthor2, author1,
2009), (cauthor2, author2, 2009), (cauthor2, author3, 2009). Each tuple means
that the first author influenced the second author in year 2009. In this way, we
construct the temporal citation network for the years 1993-2010.
Each of the previous datasets comes into the form (u, v, t), where u is the
sender of a message or the author being cited and v the receiver of the message or
the author citing an article at time t. In order to apply k-shell and CI methods,
we aggregate the interactions in a static unweighted graph.

Appendix D

Detailed results for τ -Kendall

In this section, we provide more detailed plots for the τ -Kendall, by incorporating
all the methods and parameters used.
4
5
6

https://snap.stanford.edu/data/CollegeMsg.html
http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/facebook-wosn-wall
https://static.aminer.org/lab-datasets/expertfinding/datasets/Data-Mining.txt
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(b)

Fig. 9. Plot of the τ -Kendall as a function of the number m of the most important
(top) nodes for the CollegeMsg dataset, for γ = 0.01 and (a) β = 0.02 and (b) β = 0.05.
The methods are shown in the legends.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Plot of the τ -Kendall as a function of the number m of the most important
(top) nodes for Facebook dataset, for β = 0.15 and (a) γ = 0.01 and (b) γ = 0.001.
The methods are shown in the legends.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Plot of the τ -Kendall as a function of the number m of the most important
(top) nodes for DM temporal citation network, for γ = 0.05 and (a) β = 0.004 and (b)
β = 0.04. The methods are shown in the legends.

Appendix E

Comparison with ground-truth in DM
temporal citation network

In Table 2, we present the number of important network nodes identified by each
method that are common with those in the ground-truth list for the case of DM
temporal citation network (see Section 4), as m increases.
Table 2. Number of important authors identified by the methods used compared to
the top-10 DM authors list (see main text) for the DM temporal citation network.
# of top authors m
method
DR (dt=1)
DR (dt=2)
DR (dt=3)
DR-F (dt=1)
DR-F (dt=2)
DR-F (dt=3)
DR-NF (dt=1)
DR-NF (dt=2)
DR-NF (dt=3)
CI (l=1)
CI (l=2)
CI (l=3)
kS

10 20 30 40 50
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
1
2
0
3

6
6
6
6
6
5
7
6
5
1
2
0
6

7
7
8
7
7
8
7
7
7
2
2
1
7

8
8
8
8
8
8
7
8
8
2
2
1
9

8
9
9
8
9
9
8
9
8
3
3
1
9
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